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CURRICULUM JOURNEY
What can I do with Spanish qualifications?
Academic researcher
• Broadcast journalist
Interpreter
• English as a foreign language teacher
Political risk analyst
• International aid/development worker
Secondary school teacher
Translator
The course will give you a very good
Private tutor

foundation for further study in higher
education. Spanish is recognised by
universities as a facilitating subject and is
in demand in a wide variety of professions
including banking, import and export, foreign
office, diplomatic corps, international trade
and commerce, law, tourism, teaching,
translating, interpreting and many more.
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You can understand the importance of the role of unions and
talk about strikes and different ways of protesting and attitudes
towards it. You can understand and use subject and object
pronouns, relative pronouns, and demonstrative adjectives.
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You can discuss how
effective protest and
strikes are, power of
trade unions and the
15-M Movement in
Spain and Mothers
of the Plaza de Mayo
in Argentina. You can
use if clauses and the
pluperfect subjunctive,
imperfect subjunctive
and the passive voice.
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You can discuss racist and xenophobic attitudes in the Spanish
speaking world, measures to combat racism and look at existing
legislation against racism. You can understand and use nouns
and adjectives, the conditional and future tenses.
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You can discuss different
Hispanic cultures, issues
surrounding the integration
of different cultures within
education and various
religions. You can understand
and use prepositions,
pronouns and adverbs.
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You can discuss both
positive and negative
aspects of immigration
and consider what
problems illegal
migrants might face.
You can understand
and use the present
tense, imperfect and
preterite tenses and
compound tenses.

Jóvenes de hoy,
ciudadanos del mañana

Monarquías y dictaduras

You can discuss the impact of the civil war in Spain,
discuss life under Franco’s dictatorship, transition
from dictatorship to monarchy and dictatorships in
Latin America. You can revise the preterite, imperfect
subjunctive and use a sequence of tenses.

You can discuss the importance of politics, unemployment
and the type of world young people in the Hispanic world
want to live in. You can understand and use the present
subjunctive, imperatives and the perfect subjunctive.

Dosier de literature

You can discuss themes, character, techniques and the sociocultural
context in the film La casa de Bernardo Alba and learn key vocabulary for
analysing the book. You can structure and write a response to an essay
question on La casa de Bernardo Alba.

You can discuss the civilisations that contributed to Spanish
heritage, Latin American artists and the role of architecture and
understand the diversity of Hispanic music and dance. You can
use the subjunctive, demonstrative and possessive adjectives
and use imperatives.

You can discuss Spanish customs and traditions, similarities and
differences in Spanish gastronomy and consider the languages spoken in
Spain. You can understand and use the present subjunctive,
perfect tense in the subjunctive and numerals.

YEAR

You can understand and discuss women in the world
of work, male chauvinism and changes to LGBT rights.
You can understand and use indefinite adjectives and
pronouns.

You can discuss the influence of the internet and
smart phones on society. You can understand and
use the present and present continuous tense, use
comparatives and superlatives, as well
as the future and conditional tense.
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You can describe the various types of 21st century Spanish family
and how these differ from the past, discuss marriage trends and
divorce and the influence of the church in Spain. You can
understand and use imperfect and preterite tense.

You can structure and
write a response to an
essay question on Volver.
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Los cambios
en la famillia
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Transition Period

YEAR
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Universals/Core Skills:
I will feel comfortable with the following:

• 150w answer

• Present perfect tense

• Saber/conocer

• Conditional tense

• Future tense

• Key conditional prompts
(si pudiera/si tuviera/si
hubiera/si fuera)

• Cultural knowledge
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Term 2:
Environmental and global issues

Universals/Core Skills:
Term 3:
Food & festivals

YEAR
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Term 1:
Jobs and future plans
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Term 1: Leisure

Term 2: School

• Present tense – full
conjugation
• All regular verbs + ser/
tener/ir/hacer/estar
• Preterite tense – 1st person
+ 2ND person +3rd person
(singular) 1st plural (all
regular verbs + ser/tener/
ir/hacer
• Opinions :Other people’s
opinions (a _____ le/les
gusta) and d ifferences
giving opinions using
verbs ending in ‘a’ and ‘o’,
example, me gusta, prefiero.
• Key verbs in the imperfect
tense (Era, estaba, tenía,
había)
• Exam skills: Photocard and
role-play format, Question
words, How to use TOPCAT
for writing and speaking
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• Imperfect tense

Consolidation of Y9/10 universals
an learning Exam skills
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• Soler + infinitive

• Infinitive phrases (sin/
antes de/al + infinitive)

Term 1: Holidays
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I learn how to give detailed descriptions about my past and present holiday
plans. This includes particularly useful vocabulary and chunks of language
which I could use when abroad myself. I widen my ability to communicate about
my free time, now within the context of sport and health.

By end of Year 8

• Regular verb endings (yo,
él/ella)
• Opinions (Me gusta/Me
encanta/Odio/Me gustaría
= conditional)

• Time phrases
• Comparative (to describe
people)

• Recognise and use key
questions – question words

• Present tense reflexive
verbs

• Numbers

• Preterite tense – regular
verb endings + ser/ir

Topic 2 - Going Out

• Definite/indefinite article
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By end of Year 7

Continuing with the theme this year of being able to
convey information about my personal world, I will
be able to give details about my home and town.

• Concept of an ‘infinitive’
• Regular verb endings (yo,
él/ella)
• Opinions (Me gusta/Me
encanta/Odio/Me gustaría =
conditional)
• Connectives
• Numbers

Topic 5 – Home & Town

• Recognise and use key
questions – question words
• Adjectival agreements
• ’Hay’
• Definite/indefinite article
• Irregular verbs ‘ser’ and
‘tener’ (yo, él/ella)

I will continue to learn about how to convey information
about myself, including my physical appearance and
personality. I will also be able to give these same details
about my family, as I can give about myself.

Topic 2 - Myself & family

Speaking, listening, reading
words and phrases.

Year 3 – 4 Skills

Your Spanish journey starts here ...
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TL speaking countries
and towns, Christmas and
other festivals.

Year 5 – 6
As in Years 3 and 4 but
longer reading and writing
in full sentences.
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I will be able to give basic information to introduce myself,
including my name, age and where I live.

KS2

YEAR

Topic 1 Introducing myself
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I will now learn about how
to describe my school life,
expressing my likes, dislikes
and opinions with regards to my
studies.
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I will feel comfortable using the following ‘Universal’
grammar points, which will be recycled throughout the
year, no matter which topic I am currently studying:

Topic 4 - Food
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I will be able to use the context of food to work on
my communication skills, particularly practicing
conversation skills which can be used when in a
shop or dining out abroad.

In the final topic of Key Stage 3, I
build on some of the skills gained
in the Year 7 food topic on my
communication skills, with a focus
this time also more of expressing
opinions – a key skill which will be
required in Key Stage 4.

YEAR

Topic 1 –
My Daily Life

Working within the context of daily
life, I will be able to communicate
more about myself and my friends
- including our personal profiles,
daily routine and likes and dislikes.

• Infinitive phrase –
puedo,quiero, me gustaría,
voy a (future)

• ‘Hay’
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Topic 4 - Food

I will be able to give details about my upcoming
plans, whilst also improving my conversational
language so that I am able to refuse invitations
and make excuses.

• Connectives

• Adjectival agreements

Topic 3 – Holidays/ Sports

• Irregular verbs ‘ser’ and
‘tener’ (yo, él/ella)

• Sequencing words (primero,
después…)

• Negatives
• “Desde hace” with the
present tense
• Direct object pronouns (lo/la/
los/las),
• Adjectival agreement
• Para + infinitive
• Usage of/distinction between
ser and estar
• Present continuous tense
• Reflexive verbs (present
tense) – particularly me, se,
nos
• How to say the good thing
and the bad thing about
something ‘lo bueno’, ‘lo
malo’
• Talking about the weather,
not using ‘to be’ and using ‘to
do’ ‘hacer’.
• Cultural knowledge

YEAR

By the end of Year 8, I will feel comfortable using the following
‘Universal’ grammar points (as well as revisiting those I saw in
Year 7, included here). These will be recycled throughout the
year, no matter which topic I am currently studying:
• Concept of an ‘infinitive’
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A grammar programme linked to thematic content. You can express
yourself without first having memorised what to say and write.

• Se puede

You can discuss the positive/
negative influence singers and
musicians have on people, the
effect of TV and cinema stars on
society and the type of influence
fashion models have on young
people. You can use indirect/
direct object pronouns and the
passive voice.

La influencia
de los ídolos

La igualidad
de los sexos

El ciberespacio

You can discuss
themes, character,
techniques and the
sociocultural context
in the film Volver and
learn key vocabulary for
analysing the film.

La identidad region
al
España
en
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El patrimonio cultural

Language
topics
Food, transport, schools, family, greetings,
weather, body parts, houses, alphabet, colours,
numbers to 100, days of the week, months of
the year.

